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About This Game

Aivolution is a machine learning educational game in which you design and train Ai creatures to compete in various challenges
and unlock new levels.

Design unique creatures from over 270 Quadrillion possibilities and let them train themselves inside seven different
environments.

Adjust your creature’s rewards and punishments to improve efficiency to compete against other creatures scores and see who
can build the best self trained Ai.

Maybe you will be the one who will unlock legendary Golden Sneakers as a master Ai trainer?

NOTICE: Aivolution is an Ai training simulator meaning you should not consider it as a regular game. You should only consider
purchasing Aivolution if you are curious about how machine learning, evolution and neural networks work in practice.
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2 costume piece packs with an overly restricting character creator in a season pass that don't even have enough content in them
to make people happy they're getting them for like $4. See if I ever buy another season pass from you cheap mother
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ers.. If you're comparing getting a table tennis table and this get a table tennis table.. Before I gush
about what I love about this game, there is one thing that I feel is important to understand going in. If you come in expecting
deep, complex puzzles, with lots of time-travel trickery and tons of messing with cause-and-effect, you will be disappointed. To
put it succinctly, the puzzles are completely wasted potential with a very good premise. The time travel mechanics are never
used in any interesting ways, and every puzzle is almost totally confined to a particular wing of the mansion. They are
exceptionally simple, with very straightforward solutions that you can sometimes even stumble across by accident before you've
even figured out what you're supposed to be doing (as I did on two separate occasions in the game). The ones that are slightly
less straightforward are all but spelled out explicitly in dialogue between characters. There was one murder in the entire game
that took me more than two time loops to solve, and that was only because of a misunderstanding of one of the game's
mechanics in the early game.

So, why did I give the thumbs up to this game then, if the puzzles are not at all worthwhile? Because this game is not about its
puzzles at all. Don't get me wrong- I would love to see a game like this where playing with time and keeping track of complex
cause-and-effect relationships is emphasized. But in The Sexy Brutale, the puzzles are really just a vehicle to drive the story and
exploration forward, and to that end they work fantastically. The game is at its absolute best when just exploring the mansion,
tracking characters and listening to them, and watching the macabre events play out; the puzzles drive the story forward, but
these activities are the soul of the game.

First, the story. I can't say very much without delving into spoiler territory, but I will say this: the story is exceptional. It
brilliantly sets up a tone of deep mystery from the get go, and with each case you solve it feels like the shadow hanging over this
mansion and its guests only gets deeper and darker. The dialogue is well-written, and I always wanted to progress just to see
what the heck was going on and where this all was leading. The ending was very powerful, and I found myself getting
surprisingly emotional towards the end. I thought the story was extremely well-executed, and worth the investment.

Part of what makes this story work so well is the exceptional atmosphere and tone of the game. The mansion is one of the most
immersive game worlds I've seen in a while; it feels completely cohesive, and the balance between dark comedy, tragedy, and
mystery is perfectly struck. The dialogue in the game feels organic and witty, and despite most of the characters only being
present for short stretches of the game, they feel real and you come to like them. I would have liked to see a bit more interaction
between them, but I enjoyed what was there a great deal; my favorites are the snarky staff members who are picking off all of
these hapless guests. Also, an incredibly nice touch is that throughout the night, you can hear murders and events taking place in
other areas of the mansion at certain times; some of them you haven't seen yet, leading you to wonder what the heck is
happening elsewhere.

The game's visual direction is fantastic. The mansion comes to life with lovingly crafted, surprisingly detailed environments.
The characters are small but absolutely pop with personality, with small animation flourishes and expressive movements. The
camera gets confusing at times, but the game's map is always there to set this right. Even the menus blend very nicely with the
visual style of the game, never really taking you out of your immersion.

If there's one aspect of the game that elevates everything else from good to great, it's the music. This is one of the best, most
creative soundtracks I've heard in a long time. The music is jazzy and absolutely pops when wandering around and exploring.
However, the music is also crafted to match the scene in each area, rather than just being a static loop; as the murder
approaches, the music builds to a crescendo as the victim meets their end. The main theme that plays during the scenes that deal
with the overarching story is also quite slick- calm and mysterious, imbued with a strong noir vibe. I think the music does a lot
of the heavy lifting for the game's mood and atmosphere, and without the incredible soundtrack this would be a much lesser
game.

Overall, The Sexy Brutale gets a solid recommendation from me. When viewed primarily as a puzzle game, it is a total flop.
However, when viewed as a story- and exploration-driven adventure game with light puzzles, it is a resounding success. A
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surprisingly affecting story, fantastic atmosphere, a lovingly crafted world, and a wonderful soundtrack all make this game a
unique experience that is very much worth investing in.. I didn't experience any crash in win10 x64
Great game
Nice childhood memory.. I LOVE IT. The gameplay is super duper fun. My most cherishable memories were becuase of this
game.. This is seriously one of the worst games I have ever played, not to mention bought. Not worth it by any stretch, don't
spend money on this.. So I like this game, got it on sale 79cents-woohoo!. Whatever you do do not push F1, only F. I think it is
important to support developers who make these games...so they can make more and become better at it as they go. The english
is off but still very understandable. Developing a game is hard and time consuming-I would recommed it. The only crash I had
was when I hit F1.Enjoy or don't;). the servers simply dont work. Good game. Would buy again for this price.
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Biggest waste of money ever. Don't buy. Instead invest your time in writing an angry letter to the devs telling them that this
abortion of a game should never have been releeased and they should switch careers. It's a Life\/Dating sim with an interesting
story and cute characters. If you're into games where you have to manage stats and you try to get the girl - then you'll like this
game. No, it doesn't have nudity and it doesn't need too. This is more of a tragic romance, where you'll end up learning more
about each character and really falling in love with them. This could easily have been spun out into a short novel, that's how
good the storytelling is.

It's short, you can probably finish a playthrough in a couple of hours, but it has some replayability. This is an Indie company, so
while $14.99 might seem like a lot, it's not if you just think of it like going to a movie. A movie is a few hours, ticket prices are
nearly that much and you still enjoy that. At least with this game, you own it and can re-visit it if you like. Definite buy IF you
like anime-style characters, tragic\/heroic romances and life\/dating sims.. You guys should keep your old games work stable on
new platforms instead of releasing new games. Why do I need to spend several hours trying to launch the game on Win10? The
game is great, but I can't run it on my PC.. I recommend it. Its nice, simple. BUT if you are not into ATC simulation, it will be
boring for you and no reason to play it. I only purchased this cause I like Air Traffic Control and is what I am pursuing in my
carrer.

Overall though, GREAT simulator... Wish there was a server list, so you could just join servers..  Video
I don't know what to say. 6 flash mini games for that price? With local multuplayer only? This game is not worth that money..
This game is "so bad it's good" in a similar sense to how bad movies can be so bad they're good. I had to mess around with my
graphics card menu for a while to get the game running at the full frame rate, and once I did I at first thought the game was
actually running way too fast. Given the trailer I think it was about right though, so I forged ahead. At this incredible game
speed, with only 1 hp, the game actually wraps around from "fast-paced" back to slow again, because you can't react to things,
you can only employ cheap tactics that let you eliminate the enemies without really fighting them. Like purposefully going in
front of a security camera, then throwing incredible bouncing shuriken down the hallway as the entire level's force rushes out in
a line to meet you.

Speaking of shuriken, shuriken (and bullets) that you fire bounce back and hit you in the face a lot of the time, it's ridiculous.

The setting reminds me of Blade, if Blade was a bad movie. The aesthetics look a bit like a bizarre art movie I saw once about
being abducted by aliens when doing drugs.

It's even movie-length, what a convenient coincidence.. Too short, less content than in the base game, linear, voiced main
character. Less than an hour long, not worth the money.

Aivolution - Explained, Game release on January 30th:
Our lead developer made a wonderful in-depth explanation both in technical details and gameplay features.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ATUQ4ZZNLeA

If you come up with unique behavior on your design, as developers we would be very fascinated to see what you came up with
as we have seen occasionally very unique behaviors coming out of the Ai.
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